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Programme 3
By Barbara Gray

 A look at all sorts of textures e.g. sticky, smooth, soft, prickly, bumpy, knobbly – and relating  
 them to music particularly soft smooth music, and ‘prickly’ bouncy music.  A wide variety of  
 examples and styles will be played.

Poems      
      Textures
   
      Kittens’ coats are soft and smooth,
   Their furry bodies are wriggly.
   Hedgehogs’ coats aren’t soft to touch –
   like pins and needles, they’re prickly.
   Pebbles are lovely and smooth to touch,
   with gently rounded edges.
   And when you pick a seashell up,
      you feel its little ridges.
        
         Barbara Gray

      
      Snow

      Feathery soft and quiet, the snow;
   It covers the road
   and the walk
   and the rooftops
   and whispers to the world:
      shhh!

         Margaret Moore
 
Story

 Paula explained how she could imagine what things were like when people described them  
 to her.  And she told Linzi how she could feel the texture of things and know what they were.   
 Linzi thought it was a pity that Paula couldn’t see the sand and the foamy waves and the  
 rockpools, but she began to realise that she herself didn’t always pay much attention to how  
 things felt, because she could see them.

Music
               Some examples played      
       

       Fee Dragee (Waltz of the Snowfl akes) – Tchaikovsky
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       The Memory of Trees – Enya
       Russlan and Ludmilla – Glinka
       Die Fledermouse – Johann Struss
       Violin Concerto in D major – Tchaikovsky
       The Tea-House Moon – Enya
       ‘Barcarole’ from The Tales of Hoffman – Offenbach
       Poet and Peasant – Suppe
      Pulsus (a River of Sound) – M Mercier

After the programme

words for discussion:-  texture; spine (a hedgehog); ‘ridged’ seashells; jaggy edges; to be blind; 
gritty texture (sand).

- Make a ‘feely’ box.  Prepare a cardboard box with two holes for hands and let the children 
 identify hidden objects – it can be more than a simple guessing game.  Ask them to 
 consider texture, smoothness, stickiness, roughness, etc., shape, and properties (such as
 temperature, hollowness, will it break, will it bounce, etc.)
- Make a ‘feely’ collage by glueing a selection of textures onto cardboard (piece of sandpaper,  
 feathers, variety of cloth, corrugated cardboard, cotton wool, etc.)
-   Discuss what some textures make you feel like (ie. fur – warm and cosy, feathers – tickly 
    and funny, etc.)
-   List objects which are pleasant/unpleasant to touch.
-   Write up a list of textures with different properties and ask the class to match them with an
    example e.g. knobbly – Lego, soft – cotton wool, sharp – pin.
-   Once the idea has been established that music too has a texture, play any samples and 
 discuss what it sounds like e.g. smooth, bumpy, prickly etc. (it is best to avoid soft, which 
 will be confused with quiet – in this activity we are looking for the mood of the music 
 rather than its loudness)
- Replay this programme and discuss the music played.  Do the class agree with Libby and
 Michael which music is smooth and which rough and bumpy?
-   Ask the children to try and describe such words as sticky or knobbly.  What do those 
     textures feel like?
-   Talk about what it would be like to be blind.
-   Use a blindfold and identify other children by touch.
-   Blindfold small groups of children and let them place an article of clothing (or a pair of 
    shoes) in a box and try to identify their own by touch.
-   One child chooses a position (e.g standing on one leg, arms crossed, etc.) and his 
    blindfolded partner tries to ‘feel’ his position and copy it.  Remove the blindfold and let
    him see if he is right.

Story Comprehension

• When Linzi fi rst waved to Paula, why did she not wave back?  (she was blind)
• How did Paula know what things were?  (by touch)

      • Think of some of the things on the beach the girls ‘felt’ (gritty sand, smooth water, knobbly  
 shells, slimy seaweed, sticky chocolate, soft towels, smooth pebbles, rough shingle)
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Music
 Listening and   Pupils should have opportunities to: respond 
 Responding:  imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music;
     think and talk about the features and effects of the 
     music they create, perform and listen to.

 PSHE    Pupils should have opportunities to talk about: 
 through English: themselves and others – their growth, their senses, their
     similarities and differences.

 English
 Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to describe and talk
     about real and imaginary experiences and about people,
     places, things and events.

 Science
 Carrying Out   Pupils should be given opportunities to: make 
 and Making:  observations using their senses e.g. describe objects
     in a ‘feely box’ using terms such as bumpy, soft,
     hard or pointy; make observations noting similarities
     and differences.
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Cross Curricular Links
  
 


